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Transforming Top Ideas into Bottom-line Results™

Case Study:       
Overview: Hilti Group is a multinational company that develops, manufactures, and markets an array of 
portable power tools, fastening products, systems and services for the construction, building maintenance, 
and mining industries. They sell via a direct sales channel, primarily to the professional end-user willing to pay 
for premium products. 

WHY
1. Why are we looking for innovative ideas? What and whose unmet need are we trying to fill? What and 
whose challenge are we trying to overcome? What opportunity are we trying to seize?
• To compete and grow in a commodity market with our premium brand offerings.
• To sustain and improve an eroding margin impacted by increased raw material costs bumping against 

inelastic selling prices due to lack of sales force buy-in and increased commoditization. 
• To eliminate the customer’s tool management pain. 

WHERE
2. Where within our or our customers’ organization is the unmet need, challenge or opportunity? In what 
area(s) or function(s)? 
Initially the sales process and supply chain. Ultimately the business model.

3. If it’s within more than one area or function, which is our highest priority?
Business model.

4. Where, outside my industry, profession, discipline or sector can I go to discover new ideas and to borrow 
proven ideas that I can bend to fit my situation? When will I visit these new domains?
Hilti looked to the heavy and medium construction equipment leasing business, as well as the automotive leasing 
business — adjacent industries that offer access without the burden of ownership, and subscription business 
models.

5. Where else will breakthrough ideas come from?  Build it? Buy it? From whom? Buddy up? With whom?
Build it. Hilti is very proud of its Corporate Research and Technology (CR&T) department.

WHEN
6. When are we looking for results from our innovation initiative? What is our time horizon?
Hilti was looking for near-term, incremental ideas that could reverse the impact of the global recession. Instead 
they discovered an idea, aimed at an adjacent market, that required a longer implementation timeframe and 
was much more impactful.

WHAT
7. What is the culture of my organization, Idea busting or Idea boosting?
Idea boosting. According to responses to a study entitled, “A comparative study on large firms’ efforts to 
manage and stimulate Innovation”, Hilti has a focus on innovation and “that the only time employees get 
criticism is when they do nothing to support and pull through their ideas.” Hilti also invests $10-15 million a 
year teaching its 20,000 employees about the company’s culture, according to a report by the consulting firm 
Korn Ferry. Hilti invests more than $200 million year after year in research and development, and introduces 
60-70 new products to the market every year.
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8. What idea generation methods do we use now? What new methods will I try?
• Brainstorming sessions with team and manager. 
• Yearly roadmapping session with senior management, middle management as well as other related people - in 

platform for discussions and display of ideas, followed by workshops.

9. What is the make-up of my current collaborative team? Who else should be on my collaborative team?
Everyone in the company is encouraged to get involved. 

10. What is my plan for getting new contributors more actively involved? When will I get them more actively involved?
Everyone is encouraged to rotate jobs at least every 5 years.

Aha moment: Customers don’t value products. They value getting the job done. Customers make money by 
finishing jobs, not by owning tools.

Big idea: Switch from selling one tool at a time to a mechanic or carpenter, to ensuring that a fleet of functioning 
tools are always available at the job site. A shift from selling product units to selling product usage. This also 
entails deemphasizing selling to individual users or construction site managers, and instead focusing sales 
efforts towards negotiating multi-year service contracts with upper management.

11. What objective criteria do we use when evaluating new ideas? What objective criteria should we use?
At the yearly roadmapping sessions they plan for and allocate resources and support for different ideas and 
initiatives. Ideas must have business impact and be relevant for the customers. For smaller initiatives, Business 
Unit managers set the criteria and allocate resources.

WHO
12. Who in my organization are the Ideators — who excels at generating ideas? What will it take to get their buy-in?
Hilti’s Swiss Market Organization team initiated the new concept.

13. Who are the Activators — who excels at implementing ideas? What will it take to get their buy-in?
The sales force in each market. Buy-in required educating the sales force on how to sell the program — complex 
management contracts and long-term customer relationship management—rather than simply selling products. 

14. Who are the Advocates — who can help move our project along? What will it take to get their buy-in?
Finance people, who thought there was too much unknown risk of tool loss and repair costs. Buy-in required 
top-down support and test marketing.

15. Who are the Allies — who will champion our initiative? What will it take to get their buy-in?
Marco Meyrat, member of the executive board and head of worldwide sales and marketing. Bo Risberg, CEO 
and Michael Hilti, trustee of the family trust that is the sole shareholder. Buy-in came during a roadmapping 
session. Management was willing to fund a test roll-out in Switzerland before slowly rolling out worldwide.

HOW
16. How can others weigh in on our innovation initiatives before we expect them to buy-in?
Hilti’s yearly roadmapping session is the forum for global initiatives. The forum for local initiatives are Business 
Unit brainstorming sessions.

Result: Fleet management currently accounts for 40% or more of sales generated in individual markets. Hilti 
now owns a higher share of wallet, too. Many contractors who in the past had purchased a small share of their 
tools from each competitor dramatically increased their share of business with Hilti in order to obtain the full 
benefits of the company’s tool-management service. Also, management is more interested in the complete 
system – the tools, the accessories and the fasteners.

Barriers to Competitor Entry: Since Hilti already had direct sales channels and their competitors do not, this proves 
to be the biggest barrier to entry for other power tool manufacturers attempting a fleet management business model.


